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Recession

I Unusually low growth of output over a long period

I Rising unemployment

National Bureau of Economic Research

Most recent recession: 3rd quarter, 2007 – 2nd quarter, 2009

Note on GDP growth timing:

I Measure from exactly a year earlier

I Suppose I tell you at the end of January that GDP fell by 2%
that month
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Corelations with GDP growth:

Consumption growth: +
Investment growth: +
Unemployment: − “Okun’s Law”
Employment: +

Magnitudes: %∆I > %∆C

Major goal of theory: explain observed correlations
Secondary goal: explain magnitudes
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Okun’s Law in the US

Correlation: -.89
Line: %∆Y = 3%− 2∆u

What if u goes from 5% to 9%?
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Aggregate Demand and Aggregate Supply
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Why does AD slope down?

Most demand curves:

falling marginal benefit

AD is different: drawn for fixed M , so if P rises, purchases must
fall
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IS-LM gives us AD

Relax the assumption of P

Higher P reduces real money balances
(
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IS-LM⇒AD practice

Work through:

1. effect of and increase in G

2. effect of new tech that increases MPK

3. effect of an increase in M

4. effect of an increase in P

5. effect of an increase in T

6. a loss of “consumer confidence” (“Animal spirits”)

...but now finishing with AD







Short-run versus long-run aggregate supply

Long-run:

I Solow model: incomes determined by factors

I Market prices in equilibrium (absent distortions)

Short-run: some prices are “sticky”

I Menu costs

I Angry customers

I Some price changes are temporary
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How many times per year does your firm change prices?





Simple model of Aggregate Supply

Prices are

I flexible in the LR

I sticky in the SR
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Long-run AS
Relationship between π and Y

Output determined by

I Capital
I Labor supplied at full employment
I Technology
I Not P

Terminology

I Natural rate of output

I Potential GDP

I Natural rate of
unemployment

I Classical dichotomy
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Short-run Aggregate Supply

What determines output in the short-run?

I Sticky prices

Simple model:

I Prices cannot change at all in SR (P )

I Firms sell whatever people want to buy

Does depend on P
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What if money supply falls?
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Transition from SR to LR

Why do they cross at the same point?

What happens if the Fed decreases M?
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Transition from SR to LR



Business cycle terminology

Shocks: “exogenous events that shift” AD or AS

I Demand shock

I Supply shock



Practice with AD/AS shocks
Work through each of the numbered scenarios with our simple
AS-AD model.

I Things on axes do not shift curves
I Which curve shifts initially and why?
I What is going on in the SR (equilibrium)
I What happens in the LR (eq. and transition mechanism)?
I What could/would a central bank do in response?

1. Banks become more confident and loan out more

2. Credit cards and ATMs become more available

3. The central bank increases the money base

4. OPEC temporarily colludes to raise the price of oil

5. Unions succeed at raising wages temporarily

6. New technology increases MPK

7. Government buys more stuff

8. Government raises taxes T

9. Loss of “consumer confidence” (“Animal spirits”)
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What happens to money supply?
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Supply shock (price shock)

OPEC raises the price of oil or unions succeed at raising wages

How can the Fed respond to this “stagflation”?

I Do nothing

I Raise money supply
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Fed response to supply shock

If Fed raises money supply:



Keynesian theory in algebraic terms

Y = C(Y − T ) + I(r) +G
M
P = L(r, Y )

PSR = P

YLR = Y




